
 

EBAY PRODUCT CATEGORY DEVELOPMENT 

 

uhura-costume (http://www.amazon.com/Womens-Secret-Wishes-Uhura-Costume/dp/B004YT4900, 

http://www.spirithalloween.com/product/star-trek-11-movie-deluxe-adult-uhura-/)  

star trek 
uniform 

star trek 
costume 

 

For the Star Trek fans that always wish they could be a part of the action, a Star Trek costume makes it easy to feel 

like you are a real part of the team. For the female Trekkies out there, a Uhura costume can be the perfect way to join 

in at the parties and conventions. A one hundred percent polyester Star Trek uniform, the Uhura costume is an 

officially licensed outfit so you know that you are wearing the real thing. The costume comes complete in mini dress 

style with the official Star fleet emblem. Easy to spot clean as needed, the soft and comfortable uniform comes in a 

variety of sizes so you can easily find the one that’s right for you. The large inventory on eBay features new or used 

Uhura costumes that look just like the original. Find the right Uhura costume for your needs and look the part 

perfectly at your next big Star Trek gathering. 

 

 

 

gsxr-600-rectifier (http://www.amazon.com/Voltage-Regulator-Rectifier-Assembly-Suzuki/dp/B003VKGRGC, 

http://ricksmotorsportelectrics.com/suzuki-gsxr-stator) 

2006 GSXR 600 
Rectifier 

2007 GSXR 600 
Rectifier 

 

Pushing your Suzuki GSXR 600 to its limits can make for a wild ride, but it can also take a toll on the bike, especially 

the electronics. A GSXR 600 rectifier can burn out after years of wear and tear, but brand new replacement rectifiers 

offer an easy install that can keep your favorite bike on the road. With a replacement rectifier from the abundant 

inventory on eBay, your bike’s alternator can create plenty of power to run the accessories without fail. Heavy use or 

hot climates can wear out the rectifier quicker than cooler climates and light use. A new 2006 GSXR 600 rectifier 

offers powerful AC/DC power conversion as well as temperature control so you can ride on with confidence. Owners 

who need a 2007 GSXR 600 rectifier can appreciate the higher grade copper wire and steel core built into most OEM 

rectifiers. Whatever model year Suzuki you may own, be sure to keep the rectifier in great condition so your bike can 

continue to ride like it did on day one. 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Womens-Secret-Wishes-Uhura-Costume/dp/B004YT4900
http://www.spirithalloween.com/product/star-trek-11-movie-deluxe-adult-uhura-/
http://www.amazon.com/Voltage-Regulator-Rectifier-Assembly-Suzuki/dp/B003VKGRGC
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 (http://www.harley-davidson.com/store/saddlebag-extension-kit, http://www.revzilla.com/motorcycle/klock-werks-

saddlebag-extensions-for-harley-touring-1993-2013) 

Harley Davidson touring saddle bag extensions 

Few things are more enjoyable than taking a long ride on your prized Harley touring bike, and with a new or used 

Harley Davidson touring saddle bag extensions, you can pack as much as you need for the trip. Extensions provide a 

“tail dragger” look to your bike by wrapping around the back of the bike and the exhaust pipe. Easy to install saddle 

bag extension kits offer extra space for hauling anything you might need, from extra bags to coolers and any other 

essentials. Harley Davidson certified extensions come from the same tough ABS materials as the original saddlebags 

so you know they can withstand the tough elements. Fully painted or bare versions abound in the large inventory on 

eBay so you can find the best matching extensions for your bike. The next time you hit the road for a long trip, be sure 

to have Harley Davidson touring saddle bag extensions on board so you can haul everything you want in one 

convenient spot. 

 

 

 

curio-table (http://www.amazon.com/Butler-Specialty-Curio-Plantation-Cherry/dp/B003U7KJ7O, 

http://www.bhg.com/shop/furniture/curio-tables-s.html) 

coffee 
tables 

end 
tables 

 

A brand new or lightly used curio table can add a beautiful style to any room in your home, and the large inventory on 

eBay provides plenty of tables that can easily suit your needs. Glass top or wooden top end tables offer a lovely 

accent that is perfect for displaying your favorite collectibles or just serving as a convenient side table. Sturdy wooden 

construction makes for a solid piece that is sure to last for many years. Beautiful cherry, oak, or mahogany wood all 

add their own touch of style and design to your home. Glass replacements for coffee tables and end tables provide a 

great way to repair your favorite furniture without the need to buy new pieces. For those who want more space to 

display their favorite items, larger curio cabinets with multiple shelves can also be found in both new and used 

condition. Whatever your specific home needs may be, find the right curio table or cabinet that fits your style. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.harley-davidson.com/store/saddlebag-extension-kit
http://www.revzilla.com/motorcycle/klock-werks-saddlebag-extensions-for-harley-touring-1993-2013
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http://www.amazon.com/Butler-Specialty-Curio-Plantation-Cherry/dp/B003U7KJ7O
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michael-kors-rose-gold-runway-watch (http://www.amazon.com/Michael-Kors-MK5128-Quartz-

Rosegold/dp/B0047UUYR8, http://shop.nordstrom.com/s/michael-kors-large-runway-rose-gold-watch-

45mm/3126737) 

Michael Kors Oversized Rose Gold Watch Michael Kors White Rose Gold Watch 

 

Classy and stylish wristwatches come in many different forms, but the Michael Kors rose gold runway watch offers 

supreme performance in a beautiful piece of jewelry. A shining, brushed wristband provides a brilliant shine that 

stands out above other watches. The famous Michael Kors name ensures not only a great looking watch, but 

exceptional mechanics which operate the hour, minute, second, and date dials with precision. The Michael Kors rose 

gold runway watch offers water resistant construction and peace of mind that your watch can handle the elements. A 

variety of faceplates and interior designs adorn these beautiful wristwatches so you can easily find one that suits your 

taste. Plenty of different styles abound in the large inventory on eBay, including the Michael Kors white rose gold 

watch and the Michael Kors oversized rose gold watch, two of the most popular styles in the famous line. Discover 

the perfect new or used Michael Kors watch that fits your style and enjoy the quality mechanics and beautiful design 

of a world class wristwatch. 
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Kouki (k fenders, k tail lights) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nissan_240SX    http://www.thenismoshop.com     

Nissan 240SX in North America, 1989-1998, 2nd gen from 95-98 featured the kouki in 97-98 w/ a different S chassis, 

new projector headlights, revised taillights and fenders,  

Not everyone wants an old school classic muscle car, and not everyone wants a brand new sports car either. Some 

want a new classic with old power in a small package, and the Nissan 240 SX fits the bill perfectly. For the rare and 

dedicated Kouki owners out there, the reliable sellers of eBay provide many essential parts you need in order to keep 

your new classic running like it’s the 1990’s all over again. Available in North America from 1989 to 1998, towards the 

end of the Nissan 240SX’s run the “Kouki” appears with a different S chassis from its predecessors. The car offer a 

new form of projector headlights, revised tail lights and a new fender design. The sellers of eBay offer Kouki fenders 

and Kouki tail lights among many other options and upgrades for getting the most out of your little powerhouse. Find 

a wide variety of used and new parts on eBay so you can enjoy the power of a classic in the package of a new car. 

 

 

 

Krk (krk rokit 8, krk subwoofer) http://www.krksys.com/index.html   

http://www.musicradar.com/us/reviews/tech/krk-rokit-8-g3-594056   

Pro recording subs and speakers, largest of the three 2-way models, 3rd gen product, tons of cord connections(XLR, ¼ 

jack, RCA), 100 watts total, solid and powerful bass end, high frequency knob, bigger model but still very compact 

The band has finally got the recording space, the instruments tuned up and you’re excited to make the first album a 

reality. Hopefully the equipment can handle all the talent in the room, and if your tools of the trade include a KRK 

subwoofer or Rokit 8, you’re going to be alright. If not, the reliable sellers of eBay can help you out with new and used 

KRK products to make sure you capture everything perfectly. A third generation sub, the KRK Rokit 8 provides 100 

watts of pure power, multiple setting adjusters and a powerful bass end. Connect XLR, RCA or ¼ jacks to this small but 

powerful KRK subwoofer and let it works its magic. If you need your music to sound Justas good on recording as it 

does when you play it, make sure you have KRK to back you up. A band’s sounds only as good as its recording tools, 

and the KRK line of subs are as good as it gets. 
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KTM 450 (k exc, k sx)  http://www.ktm.com/us/ready-to-race.html     http://www.cycletrader.com/KTM-450-

Motorcycles----CycleTrader.com/search-results?make=KTM%7C2319322&model=450%7C764858331&vrsn=hybrid  

EXC - Powerful enduro machines, light weight, high tech, 4strokeengine, great handling, SX – Winner of motocross 

titles, power and control, 250, 250, 450 models 

Motocross is not for the weak of heart, and certainly not for the weak of motorcycle. Whether you recently joined the 

adventure or race in the pro circuit around the world, the KTM 450 provides the best ride possible. The reliable sellers 

of eBay have nearly everything you need to take care of your KTM 450 EXC or SX models so you can stay on the track 

and out of trouble. The KTM 450 SX holds the distinction as a multi-time motocross championship bike around the 

world. Coming in 250, 350 and 450 models, the SX gives riders amazing power and stability in a small package. The 

EXC brings light weight and high tech options even the pro rider can appreciate, along with high quality handling and 

a powerful four stroke engine. If you want to have the ride of your life every time out on the track, and you need 

unprecedented control over your powerhouse of a bike, the KTM 450 is your ride. Be sure to take care of it properly 

and check out the options available from the sellers on eBay. 

 

 

 

 

Large model (LM airplane, LM cars) http://www.factorydirectmodels.com/cmm-em.html  

http://www.largemodelassociation.com/#   

¼, ½ and full size models, floor models or ceiling hangars, place in a lobby / show room / event hall / made of stainless 

steel / hard plastics / wooden frames, build cars / trucks / airplanes / helicopters 

Remember the fun of building a new model car or airplane as a child and proudly displaying it for the world to enjoy? 

Not only can you relive that experience as an adult, but you can also go big with a large model car or airplane kit, 

brought to you by the reliable sellers of eBay. Model building is no longer limited to just the desktop size now that 

large model kits come in ¼, ½ and sometimes even full size models. Wooden frames, stainless steel pieces and hard 

plastics bring to life everything from classic Model-T’s to new age 747 jets. Companies and event halls place these 

large model pieces in their lobbies to wow their guests with massive floor models and ceiling hangars. Wherever you 

plan to place your favorite large model roadster or sky bird, be sure to check eBay for many great large model kits, 

and get ready to multiply the fun of your favorite hobby. 
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Late model (dirt LM, LM race car) http://www.latemodelracer.com/   http://www.dirtlatemodelsim.com/   

Dirt late model stock car racing, parts for your racing car, popular stock car racing in North America, minor leagues of 

Nascar, dirt or asphalt tracks, newest model years are used as the basis for the cars 

The excitement of the race, the energy of your vehicle, the thrill of victory. All in a day’s work for the lucky ones who 

partake in Dirt late model racing. For the adrenaline junkies who need to keep their late model in the competition, 

you can find many replacement parts from eBay’s reliable sellers. Late model racing is a style of stock car racing 

popular throughout North America and utilizes the newest year models of popular, and powerful, cars. Racing on dirt 

tracks or asphalt tracks, a late model race car goes through a lot of punishment over the length of a racing season and 

drivers need to make sure their vehicle is ready to bring home a win, and ready to do it safely. New engine parts, 

transmissions, alternators and fuel systems are just a few essentials available on eBay. Whatever you need to breathe 

new life into your late model, find the right parts on eBay and keep your ride on the track for years to come. 

When you need to fix your late model with some of the best parts out there, search eBay first for keeping you in the 

race until the end of the season.  

 

 

 

http://www.latemodelracer.com/
http://www.dirtlatemodelsim.com/

